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              GOZO COLLEGE 
 
 
 

Half Yearly Examinations for Secondary Schools 2017 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Year 9                                        PHYSICS                             TIME: 1h 30min  
___________________________________________________________________  

 
 
Name: __________________                                       Class: _________________  

 
Answer all questions.  
All working must be shown. The use of a calculator is allowed.  
Where necessary take acceleration due to gravity g = 10m/s2.  
 
You may find some of these equations useful: 

 
 

 

Energy and Work  

 

W = Fs 

 

E (or W) = Pt 

  

PE = mgh 

 

KE = ½ mv2 

 

Efficiency = power output x 100 

            power input 

 

Weight 

 

Moments 

 

W = mg 

 

M = Fd 

 

 

 

Density 

 

 = m/V 

 

 

 
 

Number  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 
Maximum 
mark 

8 8 8 8 8 15 15 15 85 

Actual 
 mark 

         

 

 Total Theory Total Practical Final Mark 

Actual Mark    

Maximum Mark 85 15 100 

 

Track 3 
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SECTION A                                                                  This section carries 40 marks. 
 

1. This question is about measurement. 

a) Paul uses a measurement tape to measure his height. 

Use the scale provided to measure the height of the boy.  

 

i. Height in cm : _____________________[1]  

ii. Height in m   : _____________________[1] 

b) Paul now steps on a bathroom scale 
to find his mass.  

i. Calculate his mass in g. 

 

         ________________________[2] 

 

 

c) Paul walked for 250 m and he measured the time taken 

using the adjacent apparatus. 

 
i. Change the distance walked into km. 

___________________________________[1] 

ii. What is this piece of apparatus called? 

___________________________________[1] 

iii. How long did Paul take to finish his walk? 

___________________________________[1] 

iv. Give the time taken to finish the walk in seconds. 

 ___________________________________[1] 

2.   This question is about forces. 

 
a) Simon is pushing a crate of mass 50 kg. 

Calculate the weight of this crate.  
___________________________________ 
 
___________________________________      [1] 
 

b) Name two other forces acting on the crate. 
___________________________________ 
 
___________________________________      [2] 
 

c) Mark on the diagram these two forces.    [2]       
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d) If Simon is pushing the crate with a force of 60 N and the frictional force of the ground 
on the crate is 50 N, calculate the resultant force. 

 
____________________________________________________________________[1] 

 

e) Suggest two ways how these frictional forces could be reduced. 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________[2] 

 

3.  This question is about energy. 

 
 

 
 

a) Complete the 

following energy 

diagram by writing 

down the forms of 

energy. [4] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) Electricity is produced by burning fossil fuels. Are these fuels 

 renewable or non-renewable? Explain. 

 

__________________________________________________________________ [2] 

 

c) Name two problems associated with the burning of fossil fuel. 

 
_________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ [2] 

 

 

Energy from desk 

lamp 
Energy from Solar 

Panel 

Energy output of 

electric motor 

Energy output of 

electric motor 
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4. This question is about forces. 

 The diagram shows a man standing in an airport queue with his wheeled bag of uniform 
weight. The man applies an upward force to the handle of his bag to stop the bag from 
falling.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) Mark on the diagram the centre of gravity of the bag.     [2] 

b) Is this force a vector or scalar quantity? Explain? 

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

c) Calculate the upward force the man applies to the handle of his bag if the moment 

of this force about the pivot is 36 Nm.   

_______________________________________________________________      

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

d) When the man lets go of the bag handle, the bag falls and hits the floor. Explain 
why. 

_________________________________________________________________      

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 
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5. This question is about density. 

 
Mark and Julia were told to find the density of some liquid paraffin. 

  

a) Which piece of laboratory equipment should they use to measure the volume of the liquid 

paraffin? 

_________________________________________________________________ [1] 

b) Which piece of laboratory equipment should they use to measure the mass of the liquid 

paraffin? 

_________________________________________________________________ [1] 

c) They found out that a sample of mass 62.4 g had a volume of 80 cm3. Calculate the 

density of the liquid paraffin.  

_________________________________________________________________      

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

d) Give the density found in kg/m3 

_________________________________________________________________      

_________________________________________________________________ [1] 

 
e) Mark poured some water (density – 1g/cm3) with 

the paraffin. After some time two layers were seen 

as shown by this diagram. Mark clearly on the 

diagram the layers of water and liquid paraffin. 

Explain your answer.[3] 

 
__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 

__________________________________________ 
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SECTION B                                                                                  This section carries 45 marks. 
 

6. The adjacent apparatus was used to compare the 

stress of two springs of the same size, but made from 

different materials. 

 

a) Label the diagram.                                   [3] 
 

b) Explain how the masses produce a force to 
stretch the spring.  
 

____________________________________    
 

 

__________________________________   [2] 
 
 

c) Name two precautions needed to obtain a reliable result. 

_____________________________________________________________      

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

d) Name the name of the Law of Physics that relates extension and force. 

_________________________________________________________________ [1] 

 

e) This graph shows 

the extensions 

obtained when 

two springs are 

stretched. What is 

the extension 

produced by a 10 

N force on 

 

 

 

          Spring 1 : _________________mm       Spring 2 : ________________mm       [2]                                             

 

f) Indicate the spring that is easier to extend for a given load _______________      [2]    

        

g) What happens to spring 2 if a load of 30 N is applied to it?                                     

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

h) On the graph of spring 2, mark the elastic limit with an X.                                  [1] 
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This question is about conservation of 
energy 
 

7. (a) Gabriel, a boy of mass 55 kg 

climbs a slide 2.5 m high and slides 

down into a swimming pool.  

 

i. Work is done when Gabriel 

 climbs the ladder. Define work  

and state its unit. 

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

ii. Calculate the work done by Gabriel in climbing the slide. 

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

iii. If he takes 10 seconds to reach the top, calculate his power. 

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

iv. Calculate Gabriel’s potential energy at the top of the slide at point A. 

 _________________________________________________________________ [2] 

v. Assuming that energy is conserved what is the kinetic energy of Gabriel just before 

hitting the water at point B.    

_________________________________________________________________ [1] 

vi. Calculate the velocity with which he hits the water. 

_______________________________________________________________      

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

 

a)  Mary uses a simple lever. She uses 300 J of work input to 

obtain 294 J of work output.  

 

i. Calculate the percentage efficiency of the system. 

 
__________________________________________      

_______________________________________________________________        [2] 

ii. State whether this is a high efficient machine or a low one?  

 
_________________________________________________________________      

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 
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8. This question is about forces. 

 

(a) In hospitals, doctors and nurses operate water taps 

with their elbows in order to avoid contamination. The 

moment produced by the handle was measured for 

different forces and recorded in the table below. 

 

Moment produced    (N/m) 3.6 7.2 10.8 14.4 18 

Force                         (N) 20 40 60 80 100 

 

i. Draw a graph of moment on the y – axis against force applied on the x –axis.  [5]  

 
ii. From the graph or otherwise calculate the length of the handle.                      

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

(b) A uniform metre 

ruler is at 

equilibrium. The 

support at its 

centre provides an 

upward force F.  

 

 

 

 
i. Complete the following sentence. The ruler is not turning. The total clockwise 

moment provided by 3 N weight is balanced by the total _________________ 

______________ provided by the 1 N weight.                                                       [2] 

 

ii. Calculate the moment produced by the 1 N weight around the pivot A. 

_________________________________________________________________ [2] 

 

iii. Calculate the distance that the 3 N force is away from the pivot A? 

_________________________________________________________________ [1] 

iv. If the mass of the ruler is 100 g, calculate the total upward force that is being 

supported by the pivot.   

   _________________________________________________________________ [3] 

 


